
Organic Shape Art
Mrs Ras



Create a new file in photoshop



Through 
google

Find and copy 
a picture of 
the animal you 
picked.  Hint 
find on that 
focuses on a 
face!(itll be 
less work)

Right click> 
copy image



Edit> paste

Edit> free 
Transform



Using the quick 
selection tool select the 
background of the 
image then press 

Select and mask



Adjust 

-smooth

- feather 

-sift edge

Then press ok



Press Backspace 
to delete the  
background



Using the 
paint bucket 
tool paint the 
background 
black



On the animal layer

Edit > adjustment > 
brightness and contrast



image> adjustment> 
color balance



Right click on 
animal layer> 
duplicate layer



On one of the animal 
layers

Filter> filter gallery> 
cutout



Select > select all

Edit>Copy merge



Create a new 
file in illustrator



Edit> paste

Add a new 
layer



Go back to photoshop
select> select 
all

Toggle off the 
top layer

Edit> copy 
merge



In the new layer

Edit >paste

Lock both layer



Add a new layer on 
top

Choose the pen tool

Choose a black stroke 
and no fill



Create an outline with 
around your animal.  
MAke sure the line is 
appeasing! This 
project is less about 
tracing exactly line for 
line and rather 
designing the lines 



Begin to trace the details and 
other “objects” / “parts of the 
animal.  

These will be important shapes 
as they will next be divided up 
into more organic shapes to 
depict the area.

Only requirement is that all 
lines must be closed!!! Not 
open lines 





In a new layer trace 
the areas of value 
inside the other 
“details” shapes



Now trace from one side 
of the line to another… 
always intersecting lines.

This will create more 
shapes inside the value 
area.  Consider the 
direction of the fur or 
feathers of the animal, 
you want to make the 
shapes go long in that 
direction



Continiue to trace value areas 
and add shapes inside to divid 
it up







If you choose the illustrator continue to follow this 
tutorial or refer to the Modified contour line Tutorial

Once you have finished your shapes

You have two options 

Finish the coloring here in illustrator or go back to photoshop with the lines ( 
exactly like the contour line project) and fill in the color



Take the selection tool 
and select all lines



Now choose the “live paint 
tool”



By pressing “alt” 
identify the color of 
a chosen area then 
paint in the section 
with that color


